
November 20, 2020

Dear Homeowners – 

The 2020 SRP Dry-Up is upon us. This year we will be lowering the water level in Lake 7 to 
clean the debris off the shelves that has accumulated since we last had the opportunity to 
clean them. If you can help, it will greatly shorten the time the lake is short of water. Once the 
shelf is dry, sweep or scoop the dirt and debris into a garbage bag, which can be obtained 
at La Casita. If you prefer not to put the bag in your black  garbage can, just leave the bag 
on the shelf. The crews working during the dry-up will retrieve them. Leave any big items like 
branches on the shelf.

For some portions of the lake, the exposed shelves offer an escape route for pets. Also, park 
your boat bow in or just off shore.

Water should start flowing back into Lake 7 by December 9th.

Regards,
Craig A. Wilson
Water Resources Manager

P.S. If you live on Lake 7 or are interested in Lake 7 happenings, be sure to join the Lake 7 
Virtual Club on the Dobson Ranch App today, so that you will be able to receive this type of 
targeted message in the future. 

    How to join the Lake 7 Virtual Club or any other virtual “Club”:
    1. Once you are logged into the Dobson Ranch App, navigate to the Menu by tapping the 
        three horizontal lines in the top left corner.
    2. Tap into the Community Notifications menu.
    3. Scroll through the available virtual clubs and tap into Lake 7 Club or any other clubs that 
        interest you and for which you would like to receive push notifications -- keep in mind, 
        you must have push notifications enabled on your device’s settings.
    4. Tap Interested button at the bottom of the screen.
    5. You will now receive future announcements and information regarding this virtual club.  

The best place to live!


